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Esthale refect to in these getters patent arh Kaking part of ft šanc. 

TO ALL WHOM IT MAY OONCERN: * 
Be it known that I, Is AAOMERRITT SINGER, of Yonkers, in tho. county of Westchester, and State of New 

York, have. iuvented certain new and useful improvements in Sewing Machines; and that the following is a full, 
clear, and oxact-description of the same, reference being had to the accompanying drawing, in which 

Figuro 1 reprosonts a sido elevation of a seving machino, embodyingmy improvoments. 
Figure2 represents an eleyation of one end of the same with portions removed to show, the members beneath 

the table plate of the niachine. . . " . 
Figurc8 represents a plan of the machine turnod upside down, so as to show the members of the machine. 

- beneath the table plate. - - 1 - .. - 
• Figurc 4 represonts an elovation of cortain parts of the machine with the bed plate cut away at the line are, . 

of fig. 8, and with the piembers in different positions from those occupied by them in fig. 2, 
Figures 5 to 8, inclusive, represent side views of the needle, shuttle and its appurtenances, in different positions. 
Figures 9 to 15, inclusive, represent various views of the shuttle and bobbin or spool; and 
Figure 16 represents a plan of a portion of the needle-arm and its appurtenances: . 
My improveménts have reference to the sewing mechanism, thread-ontrolling, and tension mechanisms, and 

feeding mochanism of sewing machines, and although I believe tho bcst result will be attained, when all my 
improvements are combined together in the Batnomachine, some of them may be used separately from the others 
wherever such separate use may be expedient. The object of tho.first improvemont or part of my invention is 
to prevent the formation of slack shuttle-thread between the guide eye of the shuttlo from which the thread is 
delivered and the work upon the table plate; this part of my invohtion consists of the combination of a recip 
rocating needle-bar or carrier, with an oscillating shuttlehaving its delivery eye coincident or thereabouts with 
its centre of oscillation, so that the length pf shuttle-thread extending-from the eye to the scam is substantially, 
the same in every position which the shuttle occupies in its oscillation. The object of the second part of the 
invention is to prevent the shuttle-thread extending from the seam to the shuttle from being split by the needle 
point in its descent, and from being in the way of the shuttle point in its movement. This part of my inven 
tion consists of the combination of an oscillating shuttle with a delivory eye arranged at one side of the plane. 
of osciliation of the shuttle point, so that the shuttle-thread extending from the séam to the shuttle divergos. 
laterally from the track of the needle point and the pline of oscillation of the shuttle point, and is out of 
the way of both these instruments. The object of the third part of the invention is to enable the shuttle 
to be held laterally in its place in the machine by a spring of sufficient rigidity to prevent its escape, and at 
the same time to permit the shuttle to move loosely during the greater part of its movement, so that the 
loop of iccdle-thread may pass freely over it. This part of my invention consists of the combination. of 
the shuttle with a spring-holder at one side of it, and with a stop which provents the spring holder from 
bearing against the side of the shuttle when it is in its proper position in the machine. The object of the 
fourth part of the invention is to maintain the shuttle point, at the time it is passing by the needle for the 
purpose of ontering the loop of meedle-thread, always in the same positión, so as to insure the soizuro of the 
ioop of needle-thread by the shuttle, while at other times the shuttle is held loosely. This part of tho 
invention consists of the combination of the block of the equivalent instrument which holds the shuttle in place 
upon one side, with a shuttle guide so arringed at the opposite side of tho shuttlo, that it guides the shuttle 
only when its point is in the vicinity of the needle, leaving it free during the remainder of its movement. Tho, 
object of the fifth part of the invention is to facilitate the filbyelient of an oscillating shuttle by a reciprocating 
instrument; and it consists of the dogmbination of oscillating shuttle drivers with a reciprocating connecting 
rod, and a spring acting crosswise to said rod, so th&ttho shuttle drivers and shuttle aro moved from the extremities 
of their ranges of motion towards the centros thereof by a force which is made up of the force exorted by the con 
noctihgrod in the direction of its length and the force exerted crosswise to that direction by the spring. The 
sixth part of my invention has refofence to the taking up of the slack neodle threadloft after the passage of the 
shuttle through the loop prosofsted to it by the fieedle, and its object is to insure the tightoning of the stitch. 
This part of my invention consists of the combination of honoedlo holder and reciprocating shuttle with a vibri 
ting take-up lover (or its equivalent) operated by a cam, (or its equivalent) and a spring, in such manner that the 
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tak ? ?? lover yields up slack during the entrance of the loop of needle-thread by the shuttle, but resists the completc . 
extension of the loop of needle-thread by the shuttle, and thereby enables the latter to draw the last stitch of 
needle-thread tight to the material, The object of the seventh part of the invention is to deliver the thread to 
the thread-tension apparatus, or thread tension as it is commonly called, without strain upon it, whatever be the 
varying resistance whigh the spool of needle-throad offers to unwinding. . This part of my invention consists 
of the oombination of the standard or other support for the spool, and the thread tension, with a thread-slacken 
ing mechanism arranged between the spool support agd the thread tension, and operating to withdraw the thread 
fromi thë spool and delivor itin a slack loop to the threadtension. The object of the eighth part of the inven 
tion is to enable both the direction in which the feeding instrument operates to be roversed, and the extent of 
its movement in either direction to be varied, by the change of posture pf the same instrument. This part of 
my invention consists of the combination of the feeding instrument and a bar rociprocating orosswise to the 
movement thoreof, with a turning regulating plate having its slot extended across the centro on which it turns, 
in such manner that both the direction in which the feeding instrument operates, and its extent of motion may 
be varied by changing the posture of the said regulating plate by turning it on its centre. The object of the 
ninth part of the invention is to enable the operator to regulate the length of tho feod when reversing its direc 
tion without examination by the eye; and it consists of the combination of the reversing and regulating lover, 
or its equivalent, that controls the feed mechanism, with two adjustable stops which limitits movement in opposite 
directions, so that the foed may be reversed and the extent of food determined by moving the regulating and 
reversing levor from one stop to the other. - 

. The sewing machine which I have represented in the accompanying drawings as an exemplification of a 
convenient mode of embodying my improvements, is like in its general arrangement many machines now in use;. 
it has a horizontal tablé plate, A', to support the mitorial to be seved, a vertical reciprocating needle-bar, H, 
to carry an eye pointed needle, to thrust it downwards through the material and to withdrawit ther from, and . 
it is provided beneath the table plate with a shuttle, Z, to interloop isocond thread with the threadthrist through 
the work by the needle. The needle-bar or carrier, H, is supported in guides at the chd. of anecdle, arm, C, 
which is mounted upon the bed plate, A, of the machine; and this needle-bar is driven by a revolving crank 
wrist, a, which projects from the face of a disk, G, secured to a revolving shaft, D, and works in the groove of 
a transverse cam, 8, secured to the needle-bar; so that the revolution of the shaft, D, causes tho needle-arm 
to rise and doscend in alternate succession, thereby thrusting the needle downward through an opening or throat. 
formed in the table plate of the machine for its passage and raising it therefrom. The shuttle, Z, is thin and 
broad, and is supported cdgewise in the machine; it has a curved point, a, to cnter tho loop of needle-thread; 
and is provided with a flat spool or bobbing, figs. 14 and 15, upon which the shuttle thread is wound. . The shuttle, 
when the nuchine is at rest, is supported by two drivers, f and f', (shown in dotted lities in figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8) 
which project from the face of a disk or hub, B', that is secured to a shaft, D'. This shaft is causod-to rook by 
connecting it by means of a connecting-rod, O', with a slide, E, to which a reciprocating movomont is imparted. 
from the wrist of a crank, S, (secured to an upright shaft, J.) by means of a connecting-rod, F. Tic upright 
shaft, J, is connected with the needle-shaft, D; by means of mitre wheels, G. G., so that the needle and shuttlo 
are caused to work in harmony; and the motions are so timed that the noedle rises slightly before the point of 
the shuttle is caused to pass its liné of motion, so that tho needle-thread is caused to spread laterally from tho 
noodle for the on trance of the point of the shuttle as is customary in shuttle machines. The shuttle is so broad 
that its lower edge extonds downwards to the axis of thorock-shaft, D', or thoroa.bouts; honce when tho shaft, 
D', of the shuttle drivers rocks, the shuttle is caused to oscillate, and the axis upon which it osoillates, (which 
is the axial line of the rock-shaft, D') is at or near its lower edge. The shuttle is provided with a delivery eye, 
a, for the passage of the shuttle-thread from it, at or near this centre of oscillation, so that the length of shuttlo 
thread oxtending from this eye to the work lying upon the table plato above is substantially always of thic 
same length, whatever be the position in which the shuttle is placed by its drivers; consequently there is 
practioally no slack of shuttle-throid formed by its reciprocating movement. The shuttle is guided vortically 
in its oscillation by a shuttlo-race, Y, consisting of it ourb projecting from a block, H, which is arrangod oppo 
site to tho face of the disk, B, of the shuttle drivors, and maintains the shuttle erect upon one sido, and in 
practice the movemont of the shuttle is so rapid, and the radius of the curb is so small, that a sufficient amount 
of oentrifugal force is genorated to cause the upper edge of the shuttle to bear against the curb, thereby 
koeping its front and roar alternately out of contact with that one of the drivers which precedes it in its movc 
ment, and loaving a narrow space between that driver and the shuttle, open for the passage of the loop of necdle 

... thread. The delivery eye, a, by which the shuttle-thread passes from the shuttle, is arranged at one side of the 
plane in which the point of the shuttle moves, so that the thread extends from the scam formed upon the table 
plate above to the shuttle eyo in a line which diverges both from the plane of movement of the shuttlo point 
and from tholine of movement of the needle point; hence the thread is not within the range of motion of cither 
the shuttle point or the noedle point, and consequently does not interfere with the former and is not liablo to 
be split by the latter. The delivery eye may be at either side of th9 shuttle point, but I prefer to arrange it 
at the side thcroof, which is furthest from the disk, B', from which the shuttle drivors project. The requisite 
tension upon tho shuttle thread is obtainod by passing it through one or more of a series of holes, g, formed in 
the shuttle case bofore it is passed through the guide hole, , by which it leaves the shuttle. The shuttle is 
holdodgewiso in its place during the groater part of its movement by moans of a spring, h, which is scoured to 
thodisk, B, of tho shuttle drivers and oscillates with them, but the range of motion of this spring holder 
towards the adjacent side of the shuttle is limited by a stop, t, secured to tho drivor disk, B, so that the acting 
face of the spring holder is not permitted to approach the face of the block, H, at the opposite side of the 
shuttle, neafer thau a distance prédotermined bv ha mnsitinn mf *h^ **^* ~-* * * * * * ??? ? ? ? ? 



is a little greater than the thickness of the shuttle added to twice, the thickness of the coarsest noodlo-thread 
which the machine is adapted to use; henco the shuttle is left loose in its place during the greater part of its 
movement, and neither the spring-holdor, k, on one side, northo block, H', upon the other, offers an impediment 
to the free passage of the loop of needle-thread. When, however, the shuttlo tends to escapo laterally from its 
proper position by bearing the spring-holder, k, outward from the stop, such escapo is rosisted by the full force 
of that springholder. It is desirable that the shuttle point should always occupy preciscly the same position 
at the time its point is entering the loop of thread carried by the ioedle in order that it may enter this loop 
with certainty. This resultis attained by means of a shuttle guide, i, which projects upwards at one side of 
tho track of the shuttle in a position to bear against one of its sides and press the opposito side of the shuttle 
closely against the face of the block, H, for a short period while the shuttlo point is passing the needle and 
entoring the loop of noedle-thread; as however, the shuttle guido is arranged to act upon the butt of the 
shuttlo whilo it is in the violinity of its most backward position, the shuttle is in Oontact with it for but a very 
small fraction of its movement, while during the remainder of its movement it is loosely held by the spring 
holder, h, consequently the requisite precision of movementis obtained to insure the entering of tho loop of noodle 
thread, while at other times the friction of tie shuttle against the parts of tho machine which-hold it in place 
is but slight. The shuttle is caused to oscillate a distance.of abourt a third of a revolution, which requires the 
connecting-rod C and the pin of the drivördisk, while at the extreme points of their strokes, to approach 
the straight line drawn through the pinn' of the slide E! and the axis òf the driver rock-shaft. In order to 
ensúre the smooth working of the parts, notWithstanding this, proximity, a pringais só appliod to the slide E', 
beneath the connecting-rod 0, as to bear against the undor side of the latter and force it upward, while at and 
near the extremities of its stroke in each direction; hence the force, which, tends to move the shuttle-drivers. 
and the shuttle-towards the centres of their ranges of motion from the ends thereof, is the resultant of the 
forces imported in the direction of the length of the connecting-rod C. by the slide, and in a direction crosswiso 
to the conricoting-rod, by the spring n; and as the said resultant approximates to a tangent of tho circular aro. 
in which the pinn of the driver-disk moves, the oscillation of the shuttle is effected with great case, notwith 
standing the largo angular distance which it traverses. As the passage of tho oscillating shuttle through the 
loop of needle-thread greatly extends that loop, and leaves a considerable. slack to be drawn up b?foro thig 
stitch can be tightened, a thread take-up is applied to the machine to draw up the slack of the needle-thread at 
each stitcli. This take-up consists of an arm P, which is pivoted to tho needle-arm C, is provided at its end 
with an eye 9, through which the needle-thread is passed, and is causod to vibrate by means of a can F (forincd. 
on the inner face of the disk. G. of the needle orank-pin) and a spring l. The needle-thread passing from tho 
thread tension M, (which is one of a well-known construction,) is passed through an eye g-formed in the upper 
end of the slide J' of the presser-foot; it is then passed through the eye g of the take-up, and is returnod 
through the eye of the slide.J., before being conducted down the front of the needle-bar to the needlc-eyo. . 
The cam F operatos upon a projection 0, secured to the arm P, and as the thread is doubled through the tako 
up, the cum Fhas only sufficient projection to move the upper. end of the take-up arm half the length of the 
slack thread to be taken up. The acting face of the eam is also shaped in such manner as to permit the slack 
to be rondored up by the take-up arm, and drawn back as the movemont of the shuttle requires, without leaving 
an excess of slack at any time, and without holding the thread too tightly. The spring operates upon a pin r, 
projecting from one side of the take-up arm, ind is arranged to operate in both directions, so that when tho 
take-up arm stands at about the middle of its stroké, the spring exerts no force upon it; henco while the needle. 
is entering thematorial, and while the shuttle is extending the loop of necdle-thread after first soizing it, the 
spring l, tending to move the uppef end of the take-up firm forward, gives up slack-without exerting a strain 
upon the needle-threadibit when about half the slack, has been yielded up, the spring begins to rosist the 
further movement of the take-up ärin, and. thus causes the loop of needle-thread around the shuttle to hug it 
closely, theroby permitting the shuttle to draw the last stitch of neodle-thread tight to the work. The fixed 
end of the spring is formed into an eye, and is secured by a screw pi hence the position of the spring may be 
adjusted, (by slacking and retightening the screw) to calise it to exert moro or less force upon tho.neodic-thread 
when the shuttle is exteriding the loop to its utmost limit, thereby adapting the strain io the greater or loss. 
finonicss of the needle-thread. The needle-thread is supplied from a spool N, supported upon a standard I 
secured to the needle-arm, and is drawn from this spool. by a positive mechanism which I term a thread-slack 
ener, so that it is delivered to the thitead, tension under the same strain" at allt times, not withstanding thc 
diforence in the diameters of the mass of thread on the spool at different timos. The thread-slackenor. in the 
present case consists of a projection K, secured to the drivingshaft D of the needle-bar, and the thread from 
the spool is passed through an eye t. above the shaft, thence around the shaft and the projection, and is then 

... returned upwards through an eye (, above the shaft, so that the throad surrounds the projootion in a loop. The 
thread from the last eye, t, is conducted through a spring, nippers L, and is then applied to the thread tension 
M. The spring nippers L, consists of a movable jaw it, pressed by a spring w towards a fixed jaw w so as to 
offer a greater resistance to tho drawing of the thread backwards towards tho spool than the spool offers to the 
pulling of thread from it by roason of its friotion upon the base on which it rests and upon the standard I. 
The drawing of the thread into the seath by sewing, lessens the size of the loop surrounding the shaft D and its 
projection-K, and the deprossion of this projection by the turning of the shaft D tonds to expand the loop, and, 
as the thread is prevented from drawing backwards from the. nippers, the quantity required to make to loop 
large enough to permit the projection K to turnin it is drawn from the spool. The projection Kisso arranged 
relatively to the needle crank-wrist is that it draws the thread from the spool in the intervals botwentic. 
periods when the needle draws thread from the tension. The rovolving projoction. K thus blackens the tirdad, 
so that it hangs in a loop and passes to the tension without material strain upon it, whatover bo the resistance 

Cols 



4. 
of the spool to unwinding. In order that the thread entering the nippers may lot escape them, I find it oxpe 
dient to pass it first over a soft surface, such as a piece of cloth, 10, applied to the needle-arm, and thon partly 
around a pin a... I also groové, the edges of the stationary nipper-jaw w, at oach side of the place where the 
movable jaw nips the thread. I will be perceived that the thread-slackenor above described does not measure 
out a prooiso length of thread at each movement, but simply pulls it suddenly from the spool; and as the latter 
may turn (by reason of the sudden pull) A distance sufficient to deliver thread enough to form several stitches, 
the thrend-slaokener does not necessarily operate upon the thread at each stitch, but only when the loop of 
nocillo-thread that hangs loose botween the spool snd the thread tonsion beoomes too small to permit the move.- . 
mont of the slackener. The material to be sewed is moved forward at intervals by means of a toothed feed-bar. 
P', whose head moves in an opening in the table-plate of the machine, and is moved upward against the under 
sido of the matorial, when it is to be fed by means of a oom e, projecting from the rim of the disk B of the 
shuttle-drivers; when tho fooding is completed, this cam a permits the toothed head of the feed-bar to descend 
in the opening of the table-plate. The feed-bar is caused to move horizontally by means of the lateral move 
ment of a bar Q, to which a reciprociting movement in the direction of its length is imparted by connecting it 
with a lever R, moved in one direction by a cam 80cured to the upright shaft J, (as represented in dotted lines 
in fig. 8) and in the opposite direction, by a spring 5', which bears against the lover, and operates antagonistically 
to the eam. The lateral movement of the reciprocating baris effected by causing a pin projecting from its upper 
side; and reprosented in dotted lines at a fig. 8, to move in an inclined slot formed in a plate U; and the recip 
rocating bar Q is connected with the feed-bar P by means of a longitudinal slot d" in the former, embracing a 
ping projecting from the latter. It is a great advantage in a sowing machine to be able to ohange the direction 
in which the feed moves the material, so that the seam may be reversed upon itself, or that sewing mgy 
be done in opposite directions, without the necessity of. turning the work around the needle. It is also 
cssontial that the feed mechanism should be readily adjustable, so as to vary the length of the stitches. In 
ordor that such revorsal and variation may be effected in tho' machine I am describing, the plate U has the 
form of a disk, and is arranged to turn upon its centre, in tho socket in which it is set; and its slot, as repro 
sentod in dottod lines in fig. 8, extends diametrically across the centre on which it turns, so that it is at both 
sides of that contre. The plato has an oar, g, projecting from it, which is connected by a rod V, with a regu 
lating lever W, one end of which is pivoted to the bed-plato of the machine, while its other end-protrudes 
through an opening in the bed-plate, so that it may be moved by the operator to cause the plate U to turn in 
its socket, and thus change the dirootion of its slotrolatively to the length of the reciprocating-bar Q. When 
this regulating lever is placed in the central position represented by the dotted lines W’, in fig. 3, the slot of the 
plate:U is in line with the reciprocating bar, and consequently guides that bar by acting on its pin a wholly in the 
direction of the length of the bar; and as the slot d" of the bar (which operates upon the pin of the feed-bar) 
also extonds in the direction of its length, the shovement of the reciprocating-bar Q, by its cam, then imparts 
ionoyement to the feed-bar P. When, however, the plate U is turned by the lever W, so that the slot is 
incliged to the length of the reciprocating-bar Q, in the direction represented in black dotted lines in fig. 8, the 
movinoit of thoroolprooating-bar, by tho. Cam, will cause its pin, while moving in the slot of the plate U, to 
travel towards one side, n, of the machino, and consequently, to feed the cloth in that direction. When tho 
plate U is so turned by tho lover W, that the slotis inclined to the longth of the reciprocating-bor, in the opposite 
diroction, as ropresented by the red dotted lines infig. 3, the movement of the reciprocating-bar Q, by the cam, will 
causis its pinwhile moving in the slot of the plate, to travel towards the side, m, of the machine, and, consequently, 
to foof the eloth in that direction, which is the roverse of the previous direction. The plate U is arranged, in the 
prosofit caso, to turn in either direction until its slot makes an angle of about 45 with the direction of the length of 
tho reciprocating-bar Q, and the Camis of sufficient size to impart the greatost required movement to the feed-bar, 
whon the plate is turned to those extreme positions; when tho plate is turned to someiritermediatoposition between 
its two oxtromes, tho food will be less, and the direction of the feed will be in one direction, or the feverse, 
acoording as thorogulating lover W is set to one or othor side of its central position. Hence, the plate U is 
a regulating plato, for regulating both the direction and extent of the feed, and the mechanism above described 
permits the direction of the feed to be reversed, and its extent to be regulated, by the movement of one instru 
ment, (tho regulating plate) by the application of the hand of the operator to the regulating and reversing 
lever, W, which controls tho feed mechanism; this lever may be secured directly to the regulating plate U, 
although this is not expedient, as it would then be covered by the material. Whon the feed is reversed, it is 
frequently desirablo that the operator should be ablo. to set the feed mechanism so as to feed the material 
exactly at the same rató in the revorsod direction as it was fed before reversing. In order that this maybe effected 
without the necessity of examining the machine at the time of reversal, two stops,N', are applied to a gauge-bar M, 
which is secured transversely benoath the regulating and reversing lover W, so as to limit the movomont of that lever 
in cither direction. The stops are secured to tho gauge-bar independently of each other, by means of screws k", 
whose stoms pass through slots in the stops, so that the stops may be set, at any required distance from the 
contral position of tho lover W, whon the screws are slacked, and may be secured by screwing up; the screws. 
Whon tho stops are thus sot at Oqual...distances on opposite sides of tho contral position of the lever W, tho 
extent of feed will be cqual in opposite directions, when the lever is moved alternately in contact with cach 
stop. As, however, the stops are independent of each other, they may be set at different distances from the 
central position of the lever W, and then the Oxtent of food will bodiforont in opposite diroctions, when the 
lovor is altornatoly brought in contact with tho stops. The operator thus has it in his powor, by sotting the 
stops, to determine the rate of foed in each direction; and when the stops have boenset for a particular lot 
of work, the operator nood not examine tho lever W when ho reyerscs the foed, as tho stops form a better 
guido for its position than tho eye. 
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liaving thus described a sewing machine which embodies all my improvements, what I claim as my 
invention, and desire to secure by Letters Patent, is- . . . . . 

1. The Combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the reciprocating needle 
carrier, and an oscillating shuttle having its delivery eye coincident with its centre of oscillation, substantially 
as set forth. . 

2. The shuttle, oscillating substantially as described, having a delivery-eye arranged at one side of the 
plane of oscillation of the shuttle point, substantially as set forth 

8. The combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the shuttle-spring-holder, and stop for the spring-lolder, substantially as set forth. 
4. The combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentialities, viz., the block for holding the 

shuttle in place at one side, and a shuttle-guide for holding the shuttle at its other side, so arranged that it 
guides the shuttle only when its point is in the vicinity of the needle, leaving it free at other times, substantially 
as set forth. 

5. The combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the oscillating shuttle 
drivers, reciprocating connecting-rod, and spring acting crosswise to said rod, substantially as set forth. 

6. The combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the needle-holder, oscil 
lating shuttle, take-up lever, cam, and spring, substantially as set forth. . 

7. The combination and arrangement in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the spool 
support, thread-tension and thread-slackening mechanism, substantially is set forth. 

8. The combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the feeding instrument, 
bar reciprocating crosswise to the movement of said, instrument, and turning slotted regulating plate, with its 
slot extended at opposite sides. of the centre on which it turns, substantially as set forth; 

9. The combination in a sewing machine of the following instrumentalities, viz., the reversing and régu lating lever that controls the feed, and two stops, substantially as set forth. . . 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand this sixth day of October, 1865. 

. ISAAC MERRITT SINGER. Witnesses: 
Jf T. JoNEs, 
BENAYAI LEFFINGWELL 


